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From: "Limberger, Wayne" < Wayne.Limberger@vynpc.com>
To: "'abw@nrc. gov'" <abw@nrc. gov > < - N
Date 8/27/98 3:52pm CYNfi )( fl )
Subject: Draf t Transcript of W-NRC Conference Call on 8/26/98 I

|

Attached is the subject draf t and two attachments that support W statements
|made during the telecon. This information is being provided for your use in J

preparing the conference call summary discussed during the conversation.
,

Please give me a call at (802) 258-4237 if you have any questions. I will be
.out of the office tomorrow, in briefly on Monday morning, and then will be
flying to Chicago for the NRC Stakeholders meeting on Tuesday. -

<<nrc_telecon. doc >> <<N5603 rocess. doc >> <<N-560 Qual. doc >>
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Summarv of VY-NRC Telecon Renardina VY's Code Case N-560 Submittal Anontt 26.1998 '

- Participants:(spelling uncertain) |

NRC: A. Wong -
G(corge)?
S. Dinsmore

~

J. Anderson
J. Trainor

VY: W. Limberger
D. Girroir

- M. Dugan
P.O'Regan

|
Start Time: ~1000 -

-

End Time: ~1100

Topics of Discussion Presented to VY on 8/24/98:
I

Qualification of NDE Examiners
increased Training for NDE Examiners Performing Code Case N-560 Inspections
Expert Panel for implementation of Code Case N-560 |

Applicability of Code Case N-560 to Augmented ISI Programs

NRC began by clarifying the issues requiring discussion, in the following' order:

How was the expert panel formed and how was it called upon in applying the Code Case N 560 criteria? .

How are the personnel performing ISI UT examinations qualified, especially with regard to Appendices
Vil and Vill of ASME Section XI?

Will personnel performing ISI UT examinations under Code case N 560 be better qualified than those
performing standard Code-required examinations?

The founh issue presented to VY on 8/24/98, regarding incorporation of the current augmented ISI
programs into the Code Case N-560 risk-informed selection process, was characterized as " resolved"
on the basis that it is outside the scope of the NRC's review of VY's submittal.

The " expert panel" question was tab |ed pending the availability of S. Dinsmore.

. NRC, while acknowledging that commitment to Appendices VII and Vill of ASME Section XI is not
mandatory for VY at this time, requested VY's position regarding their use.

VY provided the following overview regarding qualification of personnel:

VY doesn't rely on the NDE contractor to pick the inspection personnel; we pick them based on
past demonstration of capability and typically get a high personnel return rate for each outage.
We look for PDI qualification, even though Appendices Vil and VIII have not been adopted yet.

*

' When they are adopted, VY expects to maintain subst .tially the same level of personnel
qualification as we are proposing for the Code Case N-560 inspection program, and the main
focus at that time will be on procedure updates. ' Although VY has qualified UT test coupons and
traina personnel with them, we won't commit to comply with Appendix Vill until it is formally
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adopted. We believe, however, that we presently meet the intent of Appendix Vill for personnel
qualification.

NRC questioned VY regarding qualification practices for personnel performing thermal fatigue and flow
1

accelerated corrosion (FAC) inspections (Ref. RAI Question 14). '

VY responded that the same people perform the thermal fatigue and FAC inspections as perform the
ASME Section XI IS! examinations (these people are typically IGSCC qualified), under the conditions

,

given in our response to RAI Question 14.
I

NRC asked, relative to paragraph (b) on page 1 of Code Case N-560, whether VY assigns a reliability
factor or number to the capability of personnel performing inspections under the Code Case. Also, whether
VY has " minimum criteria" that inspectors must meet to be able to perform these examinations.

VY replied that we will seek PDI-qualified examiners for performance of these inspections, although this is
not specifically required by the Code Case. Applying the expertise of our NDE Level 111 staff, we attain a

4

" level of comfort" with the capabilities of all NDE examiners chosen to participate in ISI examinations. No |
numerical rankings are applied.

NRC suggested that a commitment on VY's pan to use only PDI-qualified people might be appropriate.

VY replied that such a commitment would be beyond our licensing basis. VY is not committed to the 1989
Edition of ASME Section XI which imposes Appendices VII and Vill.

NRC asked whether ASME Section XI Appendix Vil is applied to thermal fatigue and FAC inspections.

VY replied that it is not. VY is committed to the 1986 Edition of Section XI; Appendix Vil was not
incorporated until the 1989 Edition of the ASME Code, and VY is not required to comply with it at this
time.

NRC requested that VY docket an agreement or understanding that we will continue to use PDI-qualified
inspection personnel for examinations under Code Case N 560. It was generally agreed that this could be
documented in the minutes of this telecer., and that NRC would generate a conference call summary based
on VY's ir.put.

VY responded that we will reafrirm that we use qualified people and procedures as required by the Code
Case. Initial discussion in this regard focused on use of UT personnel with capabilities "similar to" but not
necessarily " qualified to" PDI criteria, but VY's final statement was that we would confirm only that we
will use qualified personnel and procedures as stipulated in the Code Case, since PDI qualification is not a
requirement of the Code Case. (Attached to this draft is an expansion of VY's position statement.)

Regarding the augmented ISI programs in use at VY, NRC acknowledged that these programs are outside
the scope of the present review, and VY aflirmed that none of them are afTected by the Code Case. VY
stated that we will continue to meet all existing commitments regarding augmented inspection. This issue
is considered to be " resolved" on the above basis.

(NOTE: The following discussion occurred while waiting for S. Dinsmore to join the conversation to
discuss expert panel provisions, and was not directly related to the originally-identified topics of
discussion. Therefore,it is not intended to be part of the documented agreement.)

i NRC asked what VY thinks of the comprehensiveness of Code Case N-560, since it was noted that VY
deviated from the Code Case in several places for apparently valid reasons and adopted the EPRI

| methodology instead. NRC needs to determine whether the Code case is adequate as it stands or whether

|- additional regulatory requirements should be applied.
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VY replied that a full-scale " lessons-learned" revision to the Code Case is underway, and will be accorded
full Section XI consideration when completed. His effon is intended to avoid the need for additional
regulatory action.

S. Dinsmore joined the discussion at this point. - 1

NRC questioned VY regarding the qualification and involvement of " expert panel" personnel in selection
of welds for examination under the Code Case.

,,

VY replied that, following the risk ranking of the total population of" Category B-J" welds, a Selection
Team of personnel with the appropriate level of qualification and experience was assembled and '

participated in a two-day meeting for the purpose of choosing 10% of the in-scope Code Case N-560
Category B-J welds for examination. A description of the per;onnel and a brief summary of their
. qualifications was provided verbally, with an agreement to follow up with a written list as part of this draft.
(ne requested list is attached.)

|

NRC and VY summarized the action items from this telecon as follows: i

VY will prepare a draft of the minutes of the discussion for NRC's use in preparing a conference call
.|summary. This draft willaddress:

De methods used to qualify UT examiners, specifically considering ASME Section XI, {
Appendices VII and VIII. !

l

Reaffirmation that the augmented IS! programs are not within the scope of this review.

The identity and qualifications of the people who participated in the " expert panel" for selection
ofwelds.

He foregoing summary transcript satisfies this action item. VY agreed to e-mail this information to the
NRC.
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Quilific: tion cf NDE Extminers fcr Perform:nce of Code Ccse N 560 Inspections

4,

. .Ycrmont Yankee will continue to assure the proficiency of NDE personnel performing examinations in accordance with the
r:quirements of Code Case N 560 in the same manner as has been done for the performance of ASME Section XI NDE examinations.

,

This will include the requirements of Procedure # YA-Q&C-1 R/10 " Procedure for Qualification and Certification of Nondestructive
Examination Level 1, Level 11 and Level Il-R Personnel", Section 10.4, Paragraph 10.4 which states:

-

-

"Signtficant changes in requirements, policies, andprocedures applicable to the activityfor which the individualis certifIedshall
require reindoctrination ofNDEpersonnel. Appropriate documentation shall be made available to support this efort. Documentation
may be by either memo or a standardform, dependent upon individualplant requirements; however, allsuch documentation must
adhess:,

.

Attendecs

' Date andduration ofindoctrination
Subject matter
instructor andrequestorv

The indoctrination may be provided by either quahfiedplantpersonnel or the NDE Level ||1(E) or designee. "

- Currently, in anticipation of ASME Section XI, Appendix VII and Vill requirements, Vermont Yankee is utilizing,in most cases,
ultrasonic detection and sizing Level 11 personnel who are qualified in accordance with some of the most current industry qualification
programs. Vermont Yankee is the co-owner of a large selection of flawed ultrasonic qualification coupons that are used in conjunction
with the qualification and certification program.

Also, prior to Code Case N 560 implementation Vermont Yankee will develop indoctrination training guidelines for instruction of
NDE personnel in the specific degradation mechanisms and enhanced examination areas associated with each mechanism.

In short Vermont Yankee will continue to provide assurance of proficiency of NDE personnel, as has been done in the past, including
any re-evaluation of NDE techniques, training or NDE results as may be required. This need will be det rmined through information
provided as the result of, but not limited to, design changes, industry wide failure notifications and prior examination results.
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Vermont Yankee N560 Selection Process

A two day meeting was held to select the N560 inspection elements. The N560
inspection elements consisted of 10% of the B-J piping locations per the criteria defined
in ASME Code Case N560. This meeting was attended by the individuals listed in Table
1. Table 1 also provides the areas of expertise as it pertains to each individual in
attendance. Inputs to this meeting consisted of the consequence, degradation mechanism
and risk ranking results. Meeting minutes were prepared and documented. The
inspection locations selected for the N560 program were subsequently identified to the
NRC.
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Table 1

|
!

Mike Dugan ISI Coordinator, NDE LevelIII

; Rick Fougerousse ISI, Degradation Mechanisms

Dennis Girroir ISI Supervisor, SRO Certified
,

1

Scott Kulat Metallurgy, NDE, ISI

Carl Larsen NDE LevelIII

I
Clare Markovic Metallurgy, Degradation Mechanisms

Pat O'Regan PRA, Degradation Mechanisms, Stress Analysis

! ' Pete Riccardella Degradation Mechanisms, Stress Analysis

John Schaefer ISI Coordinator

|

George Semienko Degradation Mechanisms. Design Engineering, System
Engineering

Russ Struthers Support Services (insulation removal, scaffolding, weld
Prep)
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